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CHAPTER

5
PRAYER

If  you feel weird about prayer, now is the time to face that feeling. 
 If  you’ve never prayed before, now is the time to start. Prayer is 

simple, powerful, and beautiful. It is intimately linked to mysticism 
and in some ways indistinguishable from mediumship. Saint Cath-
erine of  Siena was said to frequently interrupt whatever she was 
doing or saying to consult with God. This consisted of  her falling 
into an ecstatic trance where she would pray aloud in spontaneous 
poetry. Catholic or not, we can all stand to follow her example by 
interrupting the monotony of  our own lives and the constant chat-
ter of  what Buddhists call the “monkey mind” to speak directly to 
the divine or the spirit world. 

When I was younger, I sought spells; I bought so many books 
full of  them. Obtain these ingredients, buy these tools, say these 
words, and the spell is done. That was the promise these books 
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made. But in spite of  myself, I actually did very little magic. Some-
thing about that format, the ritual which begins with a purchase 
and ends abruptly with closing the circle, didn’t work for me. On 
the other hand, prayer is free and never stops. “Pray without ceas-
ing,” the Bible says, and it’s one of  the few lines I listen to. From 
your first breath to your last, every word spoken or sung is part of  
one long prayer. Make it count. 

Prayer is an offering, but it is something more. Prayer is heal-
ing. We may pray to the ancestors or for the ancestors. We might 
even pray with the ancestors. 

How to Pray 
Maybe your mother or your grandmother already taught you how 
to pray. If  so, please skip to the next section. If  not, consider these 
guidelines. 

Before you pray, take a moment to clear your head using what-
ever method you prefer. I have a friend who chants om three times, 
then the four elements (“earth, air, water, fire”) before praying. You 
can meditate even just for a few minutes; there are several mobile 
phone apps that can guide you through this process, if  you’re not 
sure. If  yours is a Christian-adjacent tradition, you can dip your fin-
gers in holy water and make the sign of  the cross over your body. 

When we pray, we may speak aloud. Some concentrate on the 
words, because that’s what we can observe when others pray. But 
the words are merely an external reflection of  a process happening 
within the person praying. You must pay attention to your internal 
state, which is how we learn to enter and leave trance. Trance is a 
state of  consciousness in which we are able to perceive things we 
cannot normally perceive. That may sound scary, especially if  you 
were taught that altered states of  consciousness are always a nega-
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tive thing brought on by consuming illicit substances. Our culture 
teaches us that being in control is a virtue, so anything that might 
cause our ability to control ourselves and our environments must 
be bad. In reality, we slip in and out of  trance states all the time, 
often when we are performing repetitive tasks: washing dishes, 
driving down a highway, running on a treadmill, etc. Mild trance 
can feel like being relaxed; more intense trance can feel a bit dis-
orienting as the ego, or sense of  self, lets go. Because we do this 
naturally, it can be hard to catch it when it happens. External cues 
like spoken prayers are helpful reminders to pay attention to how 
our conscious awareness is shifting in the moment. 

Sensuality plays a huge role in trance and can be incorporated 
into your prayer life. Even asceticism, the lack of  sensual stimulus, 
is a sensual state. If  you are praying within the comfort of  your 
own home, put on some music. Light some incense or a scented 
candle—this can be presented as an offering or for your own enjoy-
ment, just make sure that your motivation is clear. 

Close your eyes. Or better yet, look at something—maybe an 
image of  the divine or a photograph of  one of  your ancestors. You 
can let your eyes relax into a soft focus, that is, not focusing on any 
one feature of  the space surrounding you. Or, alternatively, you 
can focus on some specific detail during each line of  your prayer, 
and allow that experiential cut-up to inspire new meaning. 

Stay aware of  your body. Often, spirits speak to us through 
the medium of  our bodies. What are they saying through you? 
Some prayers mention specific choreography. If  you are reading 
a prayer that includes the line “I come before you kneeling,” then 
you should be kneeling when you say that prayer. You can also add 
your own choreography to the prayer. How does it feel to pray 
with your hands palm to palm versus with your fingers interlaced? 
What happens in your heart when you bow your head? If  at any 
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point, you feel dissociated during your prayer, make a meaningful 
gesture. Don’t worry about fitting your body into a specific mold: 
allow yourself  to be ugly. It’s better to be ugly and honest than 
beautiful and feel nothing. 

Repetitive prayers can be a useful form of  trance induction. 
Funny things happen when your body is absorbed in a repetitive 
task directed by muscle memory rather than conscious thought. 
You may find yourself  having visions or receiving messages while 
deep in prayer; this is normal, but not necessary. If  you have Cath-
olic ancestors, I highly recommend learning to pray the rosary. 
Learn the standard prayers on a standard set of  beads first. But 
then, it is entirely traditional to switch up the prayers, the number 
of  beads, the medals on the end of  the rosary. I’ve seen witches 
make rosaries with bones and hag-stones. Some devotees of  the 
Madonna replace all mentions of  the father god with a mother 
goddess. Have fun with it. 

How to Sing 
Saint Augustine says, “He who sings, prays twice.” Singing make 
prayer more profound. Music is our birthright as human beings. 
And yet, many of  us feel uncomfortable singing, to the point where 
we won’t do it, not even when we are alone. 

If  you feel intimidated by singing, you’re not the only one. And 
your feelings are real: singing is vulnerable. My music teacher, 
Alessandra Belloni, says that singing is the most vulnerable you 
can be as a musician. I wonder if  it is the most vulnerable you can 
be in any artistic medium. We don’t get to hide behind instruments 
or canvases when we sing. As in sexual reproduction, when singing 
we are creating something out of  nothing. Of  course singing feels 
vulnerable—you’re naked and bringing life into the world!
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It is that very vulnerability that makes it such a powerful prac-
tice, because vulnerability is an emotional bridge. When let your-
self  be vulnerable with a living person, you connect with them on 
a deeper level. The same happens when you allow yourself  to be 
vulnerable with your ancestors. They are drawn in closer to you. 
The connection gets stronger emotionally and psychically. 

So, sing and be vulnerable. You can build up to it. Start by tak-
ing the text of  your prayer-song and reading it as a monotonous 
stream. Focus on pronunciation, and the subtle sensuality of  your 
tongue touching your teeth and the roof  of  your mouth. At some 
point in your life, make every sound in the English language and 
notice where the sound is coming from: how is “B” different from 
“P” from “M” when they are all just our lips pressed together? 
Whenever we pray, different reflexology points within the mouth 
are being activated. Enjoy each activation. 

Now you’re ready to add feeling. Play with the prayer as though 
it were a spoken word piece. Add pauses and emphases. Try out a 
new tone: go from reverent to sarcastic, groveling to haughty. How 
many different things can you get these same words to mean by 
playing with intonation? 

Don’t worry about making your words sound like you think 
a prayer should. This is a warm-up exercise for your own bene-
fit, not an actual dialog with your ancestors. If  you need a way 
to differentiate between the warm-up and the real deal, try doing 
your warm-up in a room that’s far away from your altar. Or make 
a gesture to indicate that you’re playing, not praying: you can cross 
your fingers behind your back, or tap your lips before and after the 
exercise. You want to take this time to explore the words and your 
emotional and physical responses to them. This will make the act 
of  really praying a lot more rewarding than just reading words off 
a paper. 
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Sing. First try a balance of  20 percent singing to 80 percent 
speaking. Then ramp up to 50 percent singing and 50 percent 
speaking. Then to 80 singing and just 20 speaking. Giving the full 
100 percent shouldn’t seem too difficult if  you build up to it like 
this. Notice how the quality of  the song relates to the words being 
sung. Which ones fly out of  you like a bird? Which ones break in 
your throat before they make it out of  you? What memories do 
you associate with those words? 

Enjoy your voice. Explore it through vocal warm-ups. You can 
find free instruction online for how to perform these. Remember 
again that the point isn’t to sound like a professional, it’s to learn 
to treat the voice the way a professional who relies on their voice 
to survive treats theirs. Channel that same respect and awe, but 
also be open to experimentation. Let your voice break free of  the 
constraints placed on it in daily life, especially as they relate to class 
and gender. Be a strong female tenor or a beautiful male soprano, 
if  that’s what the song you’re singing today requires. 

Traditional Prayers 
Many traditions hold space for the ancestors, so there are many 
traditional prayers for them. Here are a few you might enjoy. You 
can draw on prayers from the tradition you practice, the tradition 
you were raised in, or the traditions of  your ancestors. All are ap-
propriate in this context. 

Requiem (Catholicism) 
There are very few situations where I feel particularly proud to be 
Catholic. Ordinarily, it’s a neutral fact of  my life, just like having 
brown hair and needing glasses. But looking at the vast repertoire 
of  traditional Catholic prayers for the dead and the science of  
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how to say them does make me just a little proud. There are en-
tire books filled with Catholic prayers for the dead, ranging from 
traditional prayers endorsed by the Pope, folk prayers the Church 
would prefer to ignore, to ones considered utter heresy. We are 
overachievers in this arena. 

Perhaps the most famous of  these prayers is the Requiem. It’s 
short and sweet, so I pray it daily, usually after the Lord’s Prayer 
and the Hail Mary. Some people prefer to pray it in place of  the 
Glory Be prayer said at the end of  each decade of  the rosary, which 
is a potent way to direct the merit of  the rosary to the dead. 

Here it is in Latin (the singular is written with the plural in pa-
rentheses): 

Requiem aeternam dona ei (eis), 
Domine, et lux perpetua luceat ei (eis). 

Requiescat (Requiescant) in pace. 
Amen. 

And in English: 

Eternal rest grant unto him/her (them), 
O Lord, and let perpetual light  

shine upon him/her (them). 
May he/she (they) rest in peace. 

Amen. 

Kel Maleh Rachamim ( Judaism) 
This prayer is offered as part of  Ashkenazi and Sephardic liturgies 
both during mourning rites and throughout the year. As the text 


